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Cryptoassets: Cicero/AMO international regulatory announcement tracker 
(January 2020 - February 2021)

Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

Financial Stability 
Board (FSB)

At the global level, the FSB is focussing on the opportunities and risks arising from global stablecoins. 
This is because stablecoins could create risks for financial stability and become systemically important 
when adopted on a large scale. The FSB argues that they could “challenge the comprehensiveness and 
effectiveness of existing regulatory and supervisory oversight.” It has therefore published 10 initial high-
level policy and regulatory recommendations. 

The FSB states that individual jurisdictions should implement and use appropriate powers and tools 
to supervise and potentially prohibit stablecoin activities. This could cover market participants whose 
activities and services include: control of stablecoins; provide market infrastructure; issuing and redeeming 
stablecoins; managing stablecoin reserve assets; custody or trust services; reserve assets; trading and 
exchanging stablecoins; and storing the keys providing access to stablecoins. Furthermore, stablecoin 
service providers should be treated in the same manner as similar financial market participants under 
existing relevant regulations. 

13 October 2020

The rapid adoption of cryptoassets by retail and institutional investors, the institutionalisation of cryptoassets activities, and the launch of global 
“stablecoins”, have fundamentally changed global regulators’ attitudes towards cryptoassets. 

Regulators have moved beyond public statements warning about the investment risks associated with cryptoassets and anti-money laundering 
(AML)/know your customer (KYC) enforcement to consider this new asset class more holistically. They view stablecoins - especially those that 
could become global in nature – as potentially challenging the existing fiat monetary system and creating financial stability risks. As a result, the 
Financial Stability Board (FSB) is leading a co-ordinated global regulatory response to stablecoins. 

Aside from stablecoins and AML/KYC, global regulators have thus far adopted varied approaches to regulating cryptoassets. Some jurisdictions 
are developing comprehensive new regulatory frameworks, others are clarifying how existing frameworks apply to cryptoassets, while some have 
banned cryptoassets entirely (though enforcement remains an issue). 

How the global regulatory landscape evolves will be one of the single most important determinants of how the crypto industry develops going 
forward – both globally and on a country-by-country basis. 

Track official regulatory announcements from FSB member countries, and follow the conservations happening at multi-lateral and international 
standard-setting agencies, with Cicero/AMO’s FSB members international regulatory announcement tracker.



Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

(Cont.) Financial 
Stability Board (FSB) 

This includes: rules for e-money issuers; remittance companies; financial market infrastructures including 
payment systems; collective investment schemes; deposit-taking and securities trading activities; market 
integrity; consumer and investor protection arrangements; pre- and post-trade transparency obligations; 
disclosure requirements; and settlement finality. 

The FSB aims to finalise its international standard-setting work by December 2021. These standards 
and recommendations should then be implemented at a national level by July 2022 and subsequently 
reviewed by July 2023.

13 October 2020

Argentina None

Australia None

Brazil Senator Soraya Thronicke (PSL-MS) has introduced a bill (PL 4.207/2020) that proposes the 
regulation of the cryptocurrency market and other virtual assets. The bill foresees the creation of 
an inter-ministerial committee for monitoring the sector; makes the central bank and the Securities 
and Exchange Commission responsible for regulating and supervising the market; and explains 
the criminal charges that will apply to those responsible for fraudulent financial schemes with 
cryptocurrencies.

27 August 2020

Canada The Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) published Guidance on the Application of Securities 
Legislation to Entities Facilitating the Trading of CryptoAssets to help these entities to determine situations 
where securities legislation may or may not apply.

The notice describes situations where securities legislation will and will not apply. For example, 
securities legislation may apply to platforms that facilitate the buying and selling of cryptoassets that are 
commodities, because the user’s contractual right to the cryptoasset may itself constitute a derivative, a 
security or both.

The relevant determination will depend on the facts and circumstances, including the obligations and 
intention to provide immediate delivery of the cryptoasset. The notice provides guidance on what 
constitutes immediate delivery, together with a detailed example of a situation where securities legislation 
does not apply.

16 January 2020
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

China None

France France has announced a strengthening in the anti-money laundering system and the financing of 
terrorism (LCB-FT) for digital assets. 

As a member of the EU, France will be subject to the upcoming EU regulatory framework for cryptoassets.

9 December 2020

Germany Germany has expanded the legal definition of ‘financial instruments’ to include cryptoassets as part 
of the implementation of the EU’s fourth anti-money laundering directive (AMLD IV). Cryptoassets are 
defined as any of the following: represent value digitally; issued decentrally and not guaranteed by 
a public institution; is not legally recognized as money; used as a means of payment; used as an 
investment tool; and can be stored and exchanged electronically. The provision of custody services 
for cryptoassets is also regulated under the changes. It is defined as the custody, administration, and 
safeguarding for others. Providing any of the three activities will require a service provider to gain a 
licence.

As a member of the EU, Germany will be subject to the upcoming EU regulatory framework for 
cryptoassets.

1 January 2020

Hong Kong SAR The Government has launched a consultation to gauge public views on legislative proposals to 
enhance anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing (AML/CFT) regulation in Hong Kong 
through the introduction of: (a) a licensing regime for virtual asset services providers; (b) a registration 
regime for dealers in precious metals and stones; and (c) miscellaneous technical amendments under 
the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorist Financing Ordinance (Cap. 615). The consultation 
lasted for three months, closing on January 31, 2021.

3 November 2020

India The Indian Supreme Court overturned a policy issued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) directing entities 
regulated by the RBI not to deal with or provide services to any individual or business entities dealing with 
or settling virtual currencies and to exit the relationship if they already have one.

India’s parliament has introduced a bill entitled: “The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital 
Currency Bill 2021” for “consideration and passing” in the current parliamentary session, which runs until 
8 April 2021. The bill aims: “To create a facilitative framework for creation of the official digital currency 
to be issued by the Reserve Bank of India. The Bill also seeks to prohibit all private cryptocurrencies in 
India, however, it allows for certain exceptions to promote the underlying technology of cryptocurrency 
and its uses”.

4 March 2020

29 January 2021
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

Indonesia None

Italy The Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB) issued a report on “Initial offers and 
exchanges of crypto-assets.” The report sets out CONSOB’s perspective on cryptoassets but does not 
introduce any legally binding rules. 

As a member of the EU, Italy will be subject to the upcoming EU regulatory framework for cryptoassets.

2 January 2020

Japan The Financial Services Agency of Japan (FSA) has published new rules to regulate crypto asset businesses. 1 April 2020

Korea The revision to the Act on Reporting and Using Specified Financial Transaction Information was 
approved at a cabinet meeting on March 17, 2020. This revision act will place Korea’s legal framework 
on cryptoassets more in line with international standards set forth by the Financial Action Task Force 
(FATF) and strengthen its AML/CFT regime. Crypto-asset business operators will be: a) required to 
report their transactions to the Korea Financial Intelligence Unit (KoFIU); b) subject to basic AML 
requirements (e.g., customer due diligence, suspicious transaction reporting, etc.); and c) bound to 
follow additional obligations such as keeping separate transaction details for users.

17 March 2020

Mexico None

Netherlands As a member of the EU, the Netherlands will be subject to the upcoming EU regulatory framework for 
cryptoassets.

Russia The government has implemented the “Digital Financial Assets and Digital Currency” law. The legislation 
defines Digital Financial Assets (DFA) as any of the following when they are carried out and recorded 
through distributed ledger technology (DLT): claims of money; exercising rights attached to securities; 
and the transfer of securities. The law further defines “digital currency” as cryptocurrencies or payment 
tokens such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. All DFA transactions must be executed and recorded by specialist 
“operators”, which should be Russian entities and registered with the Russian Central Bank. Digital 
currency may be treated as an investment or sold on secondary markets. They cannot, however, be used 
as a means of payment for goods or services.

1 January 2021

Saudi Arabia None

Singapore None
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

South Africa South Africa’s Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) is in the process of drafting new rules: “A 
declaration of cryptoassets as a financial product under the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services 
Act”. The rules will apply to cryptocurrency service providers (brokers, crypto exchanges, and advisors) 
who will have to register with the FSCA.

20 November 2020

Spain As a member of the EU, Spain will be subject to the upcoming EU regulatory framework for cryptoassets.

Switzerland The Swiss parliament adopted the “Federal Act on the Adaptation of Federal Law to Developments in 
the Technology of Distributed Electronic Registers”. The Act adapts ten existing federal laws in order 
to further improve the conditions for Switzerland to become a leading host for blockchain/distributed 
ledger technology companies.

Public consultation published on the: “Ordinance of the Federal Council on the Adaptation of Federal 
Law to Developments of the technology of distributed electronic Registers.” 

The Federal Council has brought into force, with effect from 1 February 2021, the parts of the DLT 
bill that enable ledger-based securities to be introduced. In addition, from that date, the ombudsman 
affiliation requirement will apply only to those financial service providers that serve private clients.

25 September 2020

19 October 2020

11 December 2020

Turkey None

UK Since 10 January 2020, existing businesses (operating immediately before 10 January 2020) carrying 
on cryptoasset activity in the UK have needed to be compliant with the Money Laundering, Terrorist 
Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017, as amended (MLRs) 
including the requirement to be registered with the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) by 9 January 2021 
in order to continue to carry on business. 

HM Treasury (HMT) published a public consultation on bringing a broader subset of cryptoassets with the 
FCA financial promotions regime – if taken forward, this will apply to the promotion of relevant activities 
in relation to qualifying cryptoassets. 

The FCA has banned the sale of crypto derivatives to retail customers. 

The FCA has established a Temporary Registration Regime for cryptoasset businesses. The regime 
allows existing cryptoasset firms, who have applied to be registered with the FCA, to continue trading.

10 January 2020

20 July 2020

6 October 2020

16 December 2020

https://
https://
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

(Cont.) UK HM Treasury is consulting on the UK’s regulatory approach to cryptoassets and stablecoins. The UK 
government is proposing: “an incremental, phased approach to regulatory adjustments”. Currently 
unregulated tokens and associated activities primarily used for speculative investment purposes, such 
as Bitcoin, are initially expected to be out of scope for conduct and prudential purposes, with the focus 
instead on global stablecoins. 

7 January 2021

US The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) published a letter clarifying national banks’ and 
federal savings associations’ authority to provide cryptocurrency custody services for customers. 
National and state banks and thrifts have long provided safekeeping and custody services, including 
both physical objects and electronic assets. The OCC has specifically recognized the importance of 
digital assets and the authority for banks to provide safekeeping for such assets since 1998. In the 
letter, the OCC concludes that providing cryptocurrency custody services, including holding unique 
cryptographic keys associated with cryptocurrency, is a modern form of traditional bank activities 
related to custody services. Crypto custody services may extend beyond passively holding “keys.”

The OCC published a letter clarifying national banks’ and federal savings associations’ authority to hold 
“reserves” on behalf of customers who issue certain stablecoins. The letter stated: “National banks and 
federal savings associations currently engage in stablecoin-related activities involving billions of dollars 
each day….This opinion provides greater regulatory certainty for banks within the federal banking 
system to provide those client services in a safe and sound manner.”

The OCC published a letter addressing the legal permissibility of certain payment-related activities 
that involve the use of new technologies, including the use of independent node verification networks 
(INVNs or networks) and stablecoins, to engage in and facilitate payment activities. The letter states 
that: “National banks and Federal savings associations (collectively referred to as “banks”) may use 
new technologies, including INVNs and related stablecoins, to perform bank-permissible functions, 
such as payment activities”.

22 July 2020

21 September 2020

4 January 2021

International 
Monetary Fund 
(IMF)

The Regulation of Crypto Assets report highlights that the rapid growth of cryptoassets has raised 
questions about the appropriate regulatory perimeter and the ability of the existing regulatory 
architecture to adapt to changing conditions. It notes that effective regulation of financial services 
promotes long-term economic stability and minimizes the social costs and negative externalities from 
financial instability. It argues that the same underlying principles for regulation should apply to nascent 
products and services based on innovative technologies, notwithstanding design challenges.

10 January 2020

Cont.
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

The World Bank No relevant publications

Bank for 
International 
Settlement (BIS)

The BIS has published numerous papers on cryptoasset regulation.

In its most recent report, ‘Stablecoins: risks, potential and regulation’, the BIS highlights the dichotomy 
between existing stablecoins and planned global stablecoins. Existing stablecoins aim to serve as 
a means of settlement for automated financial products, offering the possibility of so-called “smart” 
contracts, i.e., self-executing code. Global stablecoin proposals like Libra/Diem claim that they will make 
possible new forms of online exchange through their 24/7 availability, borderless nature, fractionalisation 
and integration with non-financial services. In this light, they aim to challenge existing digital means of 
payment for e-commerce like traditional bank payments, credit cards and electronic wallets.

The report argues that the regulatory responses to global stablecoins should consider this difference. The 
response to global stablecoins should address the potential for other stablecoin uses, such as embedding 
a robust monetary instrument into digital environments, especially in the context of decentralised systems. 
Looking forward, in such cases, stablecoins may allow for embedded supervision. At the same time, it 
suggests that many of these benefits may be achieved - and arguably more effectively in many cases - 
with central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) and other initiatives such as fast payment systems.

24 November 2020

Organisation 
for Economic 
Cooperation and 
Development 
(OECD)

The Regulatory Approaches to the Tokenisation of Assets report provides conceptual clarity on asset 
tokenisation and the approaches that policymakers are adopting vis-à-vis this nascent market, without 
evaluating or assessing any of these approaches. The report also identifies some key regulatory issues 
in tokenised assets and markets that policymakers should be aware of and/or which may warrant 
attention by policymakers. An annex features a substantial list of policymaking approaches taken by 
different countries concerning asset tokenisation markets and their participants.

26 January 2021

Europe: European 
Central Bank (ECB), 
European Banking 
Supervision (SSM) 
and European 
Commission

The EU’s 5th Anti-money laundering Directive (AMLD V) had to be transposed into national laws by 
10 January 2021. The scope of the Directive was extended so as to include providers engaged in 
exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat currencies as well as custodian wallet providers.

The European Commission has released a proposed cryptoassets regulatory framework (Regulation 
on markets in cryptoassets). The proposed Regulation will replace the patchwork of rulings that have 
emerged in Member States over the past years and, most importantly, fill the void that has existed in 
most EU Member States. The stablecoins regulatory element will nonetheless be influenced by the 
upcoming FSB standards in the future. 

10 January 2020

24 September 2020
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

(Cont.) Europe: 
European Central 
Bank (ECB), 
European Banking 
Supervision (SSM) 
and European 
Commission

The proposed Regulation aims to remove regulatory obstacles to the: issuance, trading and post-trading 
of cryptoassets that qualify as financial instruments; increase the sources of funding for companies 
through increased Initial Coin Offerings and Securities Token Offerings; limit the risks of fraud, money 
laundering and illicit practices in crypto-assets markets; and allow EU consumers and investors to access 
new investment opportunities or new types of payment instruments competing with existing ones. 

The framework will cover all elements of the cryptoassets ecosystem, affecting issuers and service 
providers. The latter includes: custody and administration; trading platforms (exchange of crypto for fiat 
and exchange of crypto for crypto); order execution; placement; reception and transmission or orders on 
behalf of third parties; and advice. 

New requirements for issuers of cryptoassets (with more stringent requirements on issuers of stablecoins) 
and for crypto-assets service providers are also proposed: a registered office in a Member State and being 
authorised as a cryptoassets service provider; prudential requirements; organisational requirements; rules 
on the safekeeping of clients’ funds; rules of the information to clients; mandatory complaint handling 
procedures; rules on conflicts of interest. 

The Commission’s proposal is currently making its way through the EU’s legislative process. Member 
States in the Council and the European Parliament are currently formulating their own positions before 
coming together to reach a final agreement. Negotiations are expected to be conclude by the end of 
2021, which will be followed by an 18-month implementation period before the regime goes live.

7 January 2021

International 
Association 
of Insurance 
Supervisors (IAIS)

No relevant reports

International 
Organization 
of Securities 
Commissions 
(IOSCO)

In February 2020, IOSCO published a report that describes the issues and risks associated with 
cryptoasset trading platforms (CTP) and sets out key considerations to assist regulatory authorities in 
addressing these issues. These relate to:  Access to CTPs; safekeeping of participant assets, including 
custody arrangements; Identification and management of conflicts of interest; Transparency of operations; 
Market integrity, including the rules governing trading on the CTP, and how those rules are monitored and 
enforced; Price discovery mechanisms; Technology, including resiliency and cyber security.

12 February 2020

Cont.
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Country/Multi-
lateral organisation

Regulatory announcement and description Date

International 
Accouting 
Standards Board 
(IASB)

No relevant reports

Committee on the 
Global Financial 
System (CGFS)

No relevant reports

Committee 
on Payments 
and Market 
Infrastructure 
(CPMI)

The CPMI published Enhancing cross-border payments: building blocks of a global roadmap on 13 July 
2020. The report, and its accompanying technical background report, represent the output of Stage 
2 of the three-stage process coordinated by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) to develop a global 
roadmap for enhancing cross-border payments. It identifies 19 “building blocks” where further joint 
public and private sector work could enhance cross-border payments, and supports a global approach 
to addressing the underlying frictions identified in the Stage 1 report published by the FSB.

13 July 2020
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Helena Walsh
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